
ASSISTANT BUSINESS LEGAL - WORKING STUDENT  (m/f/d)

At Laralab, we are a start-up working on exciting and impactful things! Our goal is to make the planning
of cardiac interventions more thorough and to help introduce new therapy options with better
outcomes by bringing state-of-the-art deep learning technology into the clinic. We have partnerships
with companies and clinics worldwide and are backed by strong investors. Most of all, we are growing
our team to make these innovations a reality.

Would you like to play a central role in this growth process? We are looking for an Assistant Business
Legal - Working Student to join our team! You would be working closely with management in
supporting the development of our legal processes.

Your Skills
- Currently enrolled in a graduate degree in Law, Business Law, Business Administration (ideally

with a focus on business law), or related field
- Excellent written, verbal, and interpersonal communication skills in German and English
- Flexible mindset, ability to become familiar with various legal activities in a fast-paced

environment and complete tasks independently
- Attentive to detail, self-organized, and proactive in finding pragmatic solutions with our

partners
- Previous working experience within a legal department in a similar environment and

international experience is a plus

Your Challenges
- Support our clinical team with research and data processing agreements for clinical trials in the

context of our AI- and cloud-based software
- Support the management with all legal tasks which are coming up, e.g. in financing rounds,

data protection, compliance, and intellectual property law
- Contribute to the activities of our marketing team by giving them advice for proposals and

support them creating offers and grants
- Support the HR team with German labour law related questions
- Work closely together with our lawyers on legal documents, including confidentiality

agreements, contracts, and corporate documents

Be Part of Our Story – there is a lot in it for you!
- Opportunity to grow in an international company which provides a real purpose
- Dynamic start-up environment with a young, passionate, and skilled team, office centrally

located in Munich
- Flexible schedule that accommodates to a busy-student-life
- Opportunity to gain first-hand experience on important business processes and create an

impact on them

Sounds interesting? Send us your CV, cover letter, and relevant certificates. Have questions? We’ll be
happy to answer them!

jobs@laralab.de


